
Technology isn't all machines and microprocessors. It is possible to ease the burden of labour with 
the application of intelligence instead of power. This is one attempt - a self-watering greenhouse, 
which eases the job of keeping plants alive in an artificial environment. Simple Concept - take the 
rain that falls on the roof and put it in the ground!



The idea is to create a miniature underground lake, fed by the gutter from the roof, with an overflow 
to regulate the level. First stage is to dig the tank, which will be lined with tarp and poly then 
buried.



You need to aim for a fairly level base, I chose sides sloping up to the outer edge of the beds, but it 
could also be a square tank to hold more water.



Next the overflow, here leading out to the bank of the burn. 



Checking the final level.



The 90 degree elbow on the end allows for easy overflow adjustment just by swiveling the elbow up 
or down.



Once covered, the end by the burn is very unobtrusive.



The edging around the outside of the beds is made from broken up pallets. all the rock on the grass 
behind was dug out of the tank itself. Stony ground!



Water is already collecting! 



Now to line it, using gash poly and old bits of tarp. I wasn't too fussed about getting it totally 
watertight, as we have heavy rainfall all year round and I like to let the worms and beasties get in 
from underneath.



The central walkway is also a reservoir, raised on these reclaimed concrete blocks.



The blocks will hold back the soil in the beds on either side, and are spaced to allow easy flow of 
water out sideways.



At the time I was doing this the bottom was pure mud and water. These blocks are almost floating 
here!



To provide easy passage for the water, all the bigger rocks are piled in on each side. The water will 
run between these underneath the soil in the beds.



The white pipe at the far end is the input from the gutter running along the bottom edge of the 
polythene covering to the right.



Here you can see the complete arrangement, with the whole side of the polytunnel feeding in to the 
tank, and overflowing out to the burn at the far end.



With a central walkway and inside edging for the beds, it's beginning to take shape.



Close up of the feeder pipe.



I made the walkway a slatted construction to allow light, warmth and air to keep the water sweet.



Rain already collecting amongst the stones.



Walkway sitting just above the water level. The elbow on the outlet allows for precise control of 
this level. It is important to keep the walkway dry to avoid decay.



And finally the soil.



Starting to look the part now!



These rocks cover over the outflow adjuster and make it look a bit prettier. Just need to lift a couple 
away to adjust it but in practice this is a set and forget adjustment. Very occasional maintainence 
clearing away floating dross.



Ready for planting!



Still to finish enclosing the greenhouse section, but time is getting on and summer waits for no-one.



The first tenants.



Putting up the rest of the poly to create the greenhouse section within the workshop.



Long view of the attached workshop and greenhouse.



Because the house is besieged by sheep, I needed to protect the exterior poly with chicken wire at 
ground level.



Basil, coriander, broccoli and broad beans already in, french beans for planting."



Transplants were watered in and individually two or three times in the next few days, to help them 
get established, then left unattended for the rest of the season.



Patches at the base of plants often remained damp for weeks, as if they were drawing the water up 
to them somehow.



Beans and garlic added.



Six weeks on and everything is flourishing.



Remember everything you are looking at has not required manual watering since being planted out.



Squashes loved it in here.



Mid July - no manual watering since April.



Broccoli looking well and ready to eat...



Had a fair crop of beans too.



But tomatoes are my favourite.



Seen from the front porch. A short trip from the greenhouse to the kitchen.



Autumnal glory.



Away too long so some of the Black Russian toms go moldy on the vine. ;o(



ABSOLUTELY no watering by me from April, October starts tomorrow. Stress testing - more 
attention would have given higher yields but I want to see what it is capable of.



From flower to finished fruits, solely rain watered - indoors.



My prize pumpkin. Had several medium sized ones too."



Squashes are so gracious.



Move aside Treehuggers, here comes the Pumpkinlover!


